The following workshops will be held. Please submit papers to the AINA-2013 workshops.

- The Sixth International Workshop on Data Management for Wireless and Pervasive Communications (DMWPC-2013)
- The Second International Workshop on Networked Virtual Enterprises (NetVE 2013)
- The Eighth International Workshop on the Performance Analysis and Enhancement of Wireless Networks (PAEWN’13)
- The Second International Workshop on Renewable Computing Systems (WReCS-2013)
- The Sixth International Symposium on Mining and Web (MAN’-13)
- The Fifth International Workshop on Disaster and Emergency Information Network Systems (WDEINS’2013)
- The Sixth International Workshop on Bio and Intelligent Computing (BICom 2013)
- The Ninth International Workshop on Heterogeneous Wireless Networks (HWiNE 2013)
- The Sixth International Workshop on Telecommunication Networking, Applications and Systems (TenaS’2013)
- The Fourth International Workshop on Cloud Computing, Services and Interoperability (CCS’2013)
- The Seventh International Symposium on Security and Multimodality in Pervasive Environment (SMPE-2013)
- The Second International Workshop on inter-Clouds and Collective Intelligence (ICCI’2013)
- The Ninth International Symposium on Frontiers of Information Systems and Network Applications (FINA’2013)
- The 1st International Workshop on Broadband Wireless Internet and Next Generation Networks Access (BWINA’2013)
- The 3rd International Workshop on Protocols and Applications with Multi-Homing Support (PAMS-2013)
- The First International Workshop on Collaborative Enterprise Systems (COLLABEES-2013)
- The International Workshop on Cloud Computing: Project and Initiatives (CCPI-2013)
- The International Workshop on Pervasive Internet of Things and Smart Cities (PTISAC-2013)
- The International Workshop on Engineering Object-Oriented Parallel Software (ODEOPS-2013)
- International Workshop on Network Management and Monitoring (NetMM-2013)
- International Workshop on Social Media & Mobility in Enterprises (SMME-2013)
- International Workshop on Bioinformatics and Life Science Modeling and Computing (BLISM’13)

PAPER SUBMISSION GUIDELINE

Submit a full paper not more than eight pages (Proceedings Manuscript: two columns, single-spaced), including figures and references, using 10 font sizes, and number each page. You can find instructions to format the Proceedings Manuscript, at the following web page:

http://www.computer.orgportal/web/ccpps/submission

Prepare your paper in PDF file (Adobe format), and submit it electronically to the AINA-2013 web page: http://www.aina-conference.org/2013/
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